IDEN
IFIED ALTERNATIVES

ALT 1
MAINTAIN EXISTING DISPATCH CENTERS
PREPARE PRELIMINARY COST ANALYSIS
PREPARE DETAILED TASK ORDER
CONDUCT IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS

ALT 2
CONSOLIDATE AT SANTA FE DISPATCH CENTER
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND FEASIBILITY
FS DETERMINED EXISTING BUILDING CANNOT ACCOMMODATE LARGER DISPATCH OPERATIONS
ANALYZE FEASIBILITY OF MAJOR RECONSTRUCTION OF FS BUILDING

ALT 3
CONSOLIDATE AT TAOS KIT CARSON EOC
IDENTIFY WHAT THIS FACILITY WILL OFFER
TEAM DETERMINED FACILITY NOT SUITABLE FOR A COMBINED DISPATCH CENTER
PREPARE REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ANALYZE FEASIBILITY OF OBTAINING SEPARATE DISPATCH FACILITY IN SANTA FE

ALT 4
CONSOLIDATE AT TAOS COUNTY BUILDING
IDENTIFY WHAT THIS FACILITY WILL OFFER
PREPARE DETAILED TASK ORDER
CONDUCT IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS

ALT 5
MOVE TO LANL EOC
DISCUSS THIS OPTION WITH LANL
LANL HAS DETERMINED THAT FACILITY LACKS SUFFICIENT SPACE
RECOMMEND THIS ALTERNATIVE BE REMOVED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION

ALT 6
CREATE VIRTUAL DISPATCH OFFICE CONCEPT
SOLICIT INPUT FROM DISPATCH SME’S ON FEASIBILITY OF THIS CONCEPT
SWA CENTER MANAGERS DETERMINED THIS ALTERNATIVE IS NOT FEASIBLE
RECOMMEND THIS ALTERNATIVE BE REMOVED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION

ALT 7
MOVE TO ANOTHER LOCATION
IDENTIFY VIABLE ALTERNATIVES
THIS ALTERNATIVE FITS INTO ALTERNATIVES 2, 3 & 4. FURTHER ANALYSIS WILL BE DONE UNDER THOSE ALTERNATIVES
MOVE FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THIS ALTERNATIVE TO #2, 3 & 4

ALT 8
IMPLEMENT “SUPER CENTER” CONCEPT
PREPARE DETAILED TASK ORDER: REVIEW IDOPP FINAL REPORT’S PHASE 3 RECOMMENDATIONS TO SEE IF POSTPONING PHASE 3 IS STILL VALID

IDENTIFY WHAT THIS FACILITY WILL OFFER
PREPARE DETAILED TASK ORDER
CONDUCT IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS

LANL HAS DETERMINED THAT FACILITY LACKS SUFFICIENT SPACE
LANL MANAGERS DETERMINED THIS ALTERNATIVE IS NOT FEASIBLE
SWA CENTER MANAGERS DETERMINED THIS ALTERNATIVE IS NOT FEASIBLE
LANL HAS DETERMINED THAT FACILITY LACKS SUFFICIENT SPACE
LANL MANAGERS DETERMINED THIS ALTERNATIVE IS NOT FEASIBLE
LANL MANAGERS DETERMINED THIS ALTERNATIVE IS NOT FEASIBLE
LANL MANAGERS DETERMINED THIS ALTERNATIVE IS NOT FEASIBLE
LANL MANAGERS DETERMINED THIS ALTERNATIVE IS NOT FEASIBLE
LANL MANAGERS DETERMINED THIS ALTERNATIVE IS NOT FEASIBLE
LANL MANAGERS DETERMINED THIS ALTERNATIVE IS NOT FEASIBLE